
Matronics W5W 6 x LED - 24V, Dual Color
Smart Dual Color W5W bulb with high power Dual Color LEDs, that allows the

bulb to emit white and yellow light, or red and yellow.

Smart W5W bulb with high power Dual Color LEDs, that allows the bulb to

emit both xenon white and yellow light or red and yellow. The bulb fits into

standard W5W sockets, and the gold-coated terminals ensure a safe

connection.

The bulbs are sold in sets of 2 bulbs.

Easy color change
You change between the two color by switching plus and minus on the bulb.

This can be done by connecting a controller that can reverse the polarity.

You can connect multiple bulbs to same controller.

There is also a US-light controller in production that allows the bulb to light

white or white for position light, and automatically swap to yellow for the

indicator light.

The last option is that you turn the bulb in the socket manually, in case you

only want to change colors periodically.

Dual Color US light controller
The controller makes it possible to use the bulb as eg. indicators. See more

details on the Dual US Light controller product page. 

Color change controller / Polarity flipper
The controller makes it easy to swap plus and minus, which makes it

possible to swap the color on these bulbs. Connecting them is very simple:

Red: Plus / 24V

Black: Mínus / Ground

Gray 1 and 2: Outputs

Blue: Control signal (24V)

 

Buy online at www.matronics.eu/240100

Specifications
LEDs 6 x High power Dual color

https://www.matronics.eu/762305
https://www.matronics.eu//products/datasheet/240100


Product overview

Yellow / Xenon white
SKU 240100
Dimensions: 29 x 9mm

Yellow / Warm white
SKU 240103

Yellow / Red
SKU 240101
Dimensions: 29 x 9mm

Red / Xenon white
SKU 240102
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